
Does the settlement boundary for Tarrington, included in the present Draft Plan, need to be changed in 

any way to incorporate Rupert’s latest plan? 

  

A: Effectively the application gives us up to date notice of the landowner’s intentions and supports 

raising the allocated number on this site, as well as revising the boundary.  It is not so much it needs to 

be changed as that this will clearly help the Plan to meet the housing requirements. 

  

If the Little Tarrington Farm site is included, does the settlement boundary for Little Tarrington, included 

in the present Draft Plan, need to incorporate Little Tarrington Farm (maybe excluding, if at all possible, 

the traditional orchard)? 

  

A: the boundary will ned to include the allocated area.  I don’t see a need to extend it so far the west as 

to include the Farm itself or the various commercial units. 

  

If the N.D.P. identifies about 20 properties (15 in Tarrington and 5 in Little Tarrington) will this be sufficient, 

bearing in mind that our minimum number has been identified as being 25 properties? 

  

A: the NDP will need to be as close as possible to the minimum.  My preference is to show it can be 

delivered, by looking again at the shortlisted sites (as helpfully recommended by HC). 

  

Bearing in mind that H.C. has not reached the required five year land supply, could Collins, Design and 

Build’s plans be successful even if the site is not included in the N.D.P.? 

  

A: Yes in theory – the housing requirements are a minimum, so there cannot be a cap.  However any 

application would still be considered against planning policies in the LPCS and the NDP. Having site 

allocations in the NDP will help ensure the NDP is regarded as “up to date” in the event of  a less than 

5 year supply at County level and that full weight can still be given to policies such as the draft TAR2 – 

see HC’s Neighbourhood Planning PC Update Newsletter 15 April 2017 for more.   

  

Do you think that those who have advised Russell Pryce might think that this site could qualify as a rural 

exemption site, if he includes workshops? (We should, after all, be encouraging local employment.) 

  

A: No – workshops are not a necessary element in rural exception sites.  See LPCS policy H2 for more 

on the criteria to be met.   

  

Thirdly could you please include the following references to the Millpond Caravanning, Camping and 

Fishing Site in the revised Draft Plan. These additions were agreed by the now dissolved Steering Group. 

  

A: Yes. 

 


